Sustainability and “Going Green”
Duluth Public Library Nonfiction Resource List
CLIMATE/ENERGY
Barnes, Peter – Climate solutions: a citizen’s guide (2008) – 363.7387 B262c
Bradford, Travis - Solar revolution: the economic transformation of the global energy industry (2006) 333.7923 B727s
Brune, Michael – Coming clean: breaking America’s addiction to oil and coal (2008) – 333.79 B835c
Gore, Albert – An inconvenient truth: the planetary emergency of global warming and what we can do
about it (2006) – 363.7387 G661
Heinberg, Richard - Powerdown: options & actions for a post-carbon world (2004) - 333.8232 H364po
Hoffman, Jane and Michael – Green: your place in the new energy revolution (2008) – 333.79 H675g
Langwith, Jacqueline (editor) – Renewable energy: opposing viewpoints (2009) – 333.794 R293
Pahl, Greg - The citizen-powered energy handbook: community solutions to a global crisis (2007) 333.79 P151c
Schaeffer, John - Solar living sourcebook: your complete guide to renewable energy technologies and
sustainable living (2008) - 621.47 So426
Siegel, Jeff – Investing in renewable energy: making money on green chip stocks (2008) – 333.794 Si15i
Sperling, Daniel - Two billion cars: driving toward sustainability (2009) – 303.4832 Sp36t

ECONOMY
Danaher, Kevin – Building the green economy: success stories from the grassroots (2007) – 338.9 D194b
Doppelt, Bob - Leading change toward sustainability: a change-management
guide for business, government and civil society (2003) - ON ORDER
Dumaine, Brian – The plot to save the planet: how visionary entrepreneurs and corporate titans are
creating real solutions to global warming (2008) – 658.408 D89p
Esty, Daniel – Green to gold: how smart companies use environmental strategy to innovate, create value,
and build competitive advantage (2009) – ON ORDER
Hitchcock, Darcy E. - The business guide to sustainability: practical strategies and tools for organizations

(2006) - 658.408 H631b
Jones, Van - The green-collar economy: how one solution can fix our two biggest problems (2008) –
363.7 J727g
Kneidel, Sallie and Sadie – Going green: a wise consumer’s guide to a shrinking planet (2008) – 640
K734g
Korten, David C. – Agenda for a new economy: from phantom wealth to real wealth (2009) – 330.973
K845a
McDonough, William - Cradle to cradle: remaking the way we make things (2002) – 745.2 M147c
McKibben, Bill – Deep economy: the wealth of communities and the durable future (2007) – 306.3 M21d
Nattrass, Brian - Dancing with the tiger: learning sustainability step by natural step (2002) – 658.408
N218d
Nattrass, Brian - The natural step for business: wealth, ecology and the
evolutionary corporation (1999) – 658.408 N218n
Robert, Karl-Henrik - The natural step: a framework for achieving sustainability in our organizations
(1997) - 658.408 R54ns
Robert, Karl-Henrik - The natural step story: seeding a quiet revolution (2008) – 658.408 R54n
Sachs, Jeffrey – The end of poverty: economic possibilities for our time (2005) – 339.46 Sa14e
Savitz, Andrew W. - The triple bottom line: how today's best-run companies
are achieving economic, social and environmental success - and how you can
too (2006) - ON ORDER
Schumacher, E.F. – Small is beautiful: economics as if people mattered (1973) – 330 Sch86s
Wann, David - Simple prosperity: finding real wealth in a sustainable lifestyle (2008) - 306.0973 W188s
Wilhelm, Kevin – Return on sustainability: how business can increase profitability & address climate
change in an uncertain economy (2009) – 658.408 W649r
Willard, Bob - The sustainability advantage: seven business case benefits of
a triple bottom line (2002) – 658.408 W661s

GENERAL/PHILOSOPHY
Berry, Wendell – The way of ignorance: and other essays (2005) – 814.54 B459wa
Brand, Stewart – Whole earth discipline: an egopragmatist manifesto (2009) – ON ORDER

Brown, Lester – Plan B 3.0: mobilizing to save civilization (2008) – 333.7 B813p
de Graaf, John – Affluenza: the all-consuming epidemic (2001) – 306.0973 D364a
Diamond, Jared – Collapse: how societies choose to fail or succeed (2005) – 303.4 D541c
Friedman, Thomas L. - Hot, flat, and crowded: why we need a green revolution - and how it can renew
America (2008) - 363.7 F914h
Gerdes, Louise I. - The Environment: opposing viewpoints (2009) - 363.7 En897
Green living: the E magazine handbook for living lightly on the earth (2005) - 640 G823
Grosvenor, Michael - Sustainable living for dummies (2007) - 640 G914s
Hawken, Paul - Blessed unrest: how the largest movement in the world came into being, and why no one
saw it coming (2007) – 333.72 H312b
Holthaus, Gary H. - Learning native wisdom: what traditional cultures teach us about subsistence,
sustainability, and spirituality (2008) - 179.1 H743l
Hopkins, Rob – The transition handbook: from oil dependency to local resilience (2008) – 333.79 H776t
Jackson, Wes - Meeting the expectations of the land: essays in sustainable agriculture and stewardship
(1984) - 630.973 M472
James, Sarah - The natural step for communities: how cities and towns can
change to sustainable practices (2004) – 307.14 J236n
Kaza, Stephanie – Mindfully green: a personal and spiritual guide to whole earth thinking (2008) –
333.72 K189m
Kempf, Herve – How the rich are destroying the earth (2008) – 333.7 K324h
Lappe, Frances Moore - Getting a grip: clarity, creativity, and courage in a world gone mad (2007) 361.2 L318g
Lowe, Ben - Green revolution: coming together to care for creation (2009) - ON ORDER
Melville, Greg – Greasy rider: one fry-oil-powered car, and a cross-country search for a greener future
(2008) – 333.72 M497g
Roddick, Anita – Take it personally: how to make conscious choices to change the world (2001) – 174.4
R613t
Schendler, Auden - Getting green done: hard truths from the front lines of the sustainability revolution
(2009) - 658.408 Sch27g

Senge, Peter - The necessary revolution: how individuals and organizations are working together to
create a sustainable world (2008) – 658.408 N28
Shiva, Vandana - Soil not oil: environmental justice in a time of climate crisis (2008) - 333.8232 Sh69s
Snyder, Gary - Back on the fire: essays (2007) - 814.54 Sn92b
Steffen, Alex - Worldchanging: a user's guide for the 21st century (2006) - 363.7 W894
Stone, Michael K. - Ecological literacy: educating our children for a sustainable world (2005) - 372.357
Ec73
Suzuki, David – David Suzuki’s green guide (2008) – 640 Su99d
Trask, Crissy - It's easy being green: a handbook for earth-friendly living (2006) - 363.7 T69i
Weisman, Alan – The world without us (2007) – 304.2 W435w
Wessels, Tom - The myth of progress: toward a sustainable future (2006) - 574.5 W518m

HOME/DESIGN
Bennett, Clayton - Greening your home: sustainable options for every system in your house (2008) - 644
B439g
Chiras, Daniel D. - The new ecological home: the complete guide to green building options (2004) 690.837 C445n
Dell, Owen E. - Sustainable landscaping for dummies (2009) - ON ORDER
Freed, Eric – Green building & remodeling for dummies (2008) – 690.837 F875g
Hren, Stephen – The carbon-free home: 36 remodeling projects to help kick the fossil-fuel habit (2008) –
644 H857c
Johnston, David - Green from the ground up: sustainable, healthy, and energy-efficient home
construction (2008) - 690.837 J642g
Kennedy, Joseph H. - The art of natural building: design, construction, resources (2002) - 690 Ar75
Mollison, B.C. – Introduction to permaculture (1994) – 631.58 M737i
Nettleton, Sarah - The simple home: the luxury of enough (2007) - 728.37 N388s
Snell, Clarke - Building green: a complete how-to guide to alternative building methods (2005) - 690.837
Sn27b

Trulove, James Grayson - New sustainable homes (2006) - 728.37 T769n
Wilson, Alex T. - Your green home: a guide to planning a healthy, environmentally friendly new
home (2006) - 690.837 W691y

LIFESTYLE
Astyk, Sharon – Depletion and abundance: life on the new home front (2008) – 640 As89d
Bittman, Mark – Food matters: a guide to conscious eating with more than 75 recipes (2008) – 613.2
B548f
Bongiorno, Lori - Green, greener, greenest: a practical guide to making eco-smart choices a part of your
life (2008) - 333.72 B641g
Coleman, Eliot – The winter harvest handbook: year-round vegetable production using deep-organic
techniques and unheated greenhouses (2009) – 635.0484 C677w
Cool, Jesse Ziff - Simply organic: a cookbook for sustainable, seasonal, and local ingredients (2008) 641.563 C776s
Flores, H.C. – Food not lawns: how to turn your yard into a garden and your neighborhood into a
community (2006) – 631.58 F663f
Gehring, Abigail – Back to basics: a complete guide to traditional skills (2008) – 640 B126
Gussow, Joan – This organic life: confessions of a suburban homesteader (2001) – 635.0484 G977t
Harris, Mark - Grave matters: a journey through the modern funeral industry to a natural way of burial
(2007) - 393 H242g
Henderson, Elizabeth – Sharing the harvest: a citizen’s guide to Community Supported Agriculture
(2007) – 334.683 H383s
Heyhoe, Kate – Cooking green: reducing your carbon footprint in the kitchen (2009) – 641.58 H515c
Joannides, Jan - Renewing the countryside: Minnesota (2001) - 658.022 R293
Kingsolver, Barbara – Animal, vegetable, miracle: a year of food life (2007) – 630.975 K617a
Lappe, Anna - Grub: ideas for an urban organic kitchen (2006) - 641.302 L318g
Madigan, Carleen – The backyard homestead (2009) – 640 B128
Nabhan, Gary Paul – Renewing America’s food traditions: saving and savoring the continent’s most
endangered foods (2008) – 641.3 R293

Nestle, Marion - What to eat (2006) - 613.2 N376w
Newgent, Jackie – Big green cookbook: hundreds of planet-pleasing recipes & tips for a luscious,
low-carbon lifestyle (2009) – 641.58 N45b
Petrini, Carlo - Slow food nation: why our food should be good, clean, and fair (2007) - 641.013 P448sn
Pollan, Michael – In defense of food: an eater’s manifesto (2008) – 613 P76i
Seymour, John – The concise guide to self-sufficiency (2007) – 630 Se95c
Waters, Alice – The art of simple food: notes, lessons, and recipes from a delicious revolution (2007) –
641.5 W315c
Weinstein, Jay - The ethical gourmet (2006) - 641.563 W433e
White, Betz – Sewing green: 25 projects made with repurposed & organic materials (2009) – 646.4
W582s
Wilkes, George - Angry Trout Cafe notebook: friends, recipes and the culture of sustainability (2004) 641.59776 W652a

DVD’s
Gore, Albert – An inconvenient truth (2006) – 363.7387 In21 DVD
Paine, Chris - Who killed the electric car? (2006) - 629.2293 W62 DVD
Peterson, John – The real dirt on farmer John (2008) – 635.092 P442Aar DVD
Vesta, Solomon - Go further (2005) - 640 G533 DVD
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